Trailers Adapters

All Items with QT, KT, GT or PT Suffix are Clam Shell Program Items.

#6570PT (#6570P)
4-Way Round Male Plug
With 4-Way Flat Female

#6572PT (#6572P)
4-Way Flat Male Plug
With 5-Way Flat Female
Adapts Vehicles to Trailers With Surge Brakes or 5-Way Flat

#6573PT (#6573P)
7-Way RV Blade Male Plug With Combination 6-Way Round Pin Female Socket & 4-Way Flat Female
Center Pin Set for Electric Brake Can Be Switched to Auxiliary
Adapts Vehicle 7-Way RV Blade to 6-Way Round Pin or 4-Way Flat

#6574PT (#6574P)
4-Way Flat & Hard Wire Connectors With Combination 7-Way RV Blade Socket & 4-Way Flat
Includes Mounting Bracket
Adapts Vehicle 4-Way Flat to 7-Way RV Blade or 4-Way Flat

#6585PT (#6585P)
7-Way RV Blade Female Socket With 6-Way Pin Male Plug
Flexible Wire Gives More Turning Radius
Adapts Vehicle 6-Way Round Pin to Trailer 7-Way RV Blade

#6586PT (#6586P)
7-Way Pin Female Socket With 7-Way RV Blade Male Plug
Flexible Wire Gives More Turning Radius
Adapts Vehicle 7-Way RV Blade to Trailer 7-Way Round Pin

#6588PT (#6588P)
Vehicles With Common Bulb Turn Signal & Brake Light Connecting to Trailer With Common Bulb System
(5’ 18 Gauge Wire)

#6589PT (#6589P)
Vehicles With Independent Turn Signals & Brake Light Connecting to Trailer With Common Bulb System
2.1 Amp Capacity
Includes: Taillight Converter (5’)
4-Way Flat Connector (4’)

#6590PT (#6590P)
4-Way Flat Connector Extension With Exterior Vehicle Frame Ground
(3’ 18 Gauge Wire)

#6591PT (#6591P)
6-Way Round Pin Type Male Plug
With 4-Way Flat Female
Adapts Vehicle 6-Way Round to Trailer 4-Way Flat

#6592PT (#6592P)
4-Way Flat Male & Hard Wire Connectors With
6-Way Pin Type Female Socket
Adapts Vehicle 4-Way Flat to Trailer 6-Way Round
(4’ Long 4-Way Connector)

#6593PT (#6593P)
4-Way Flat Male & Hard Wire Connectors With
7-Way RV Blade Female Socket
Adapts Vehicle 4-Way Flat to Trailer 7-Way RV Blade
(4’ Long 4-Way Connector)

#6594PT (#6594P)
7-Way RV Blade Male Plug With 6-Way Round Pin Female Socket
Universal - Center Pin Can Be Switched to Auxiliary or Battery
Adapts Vehicle 7-Way RV Blade to Trailer 6-Way Round

#6595PT (#6595P)
4-Way Male Flat Replacement Connector
(4’ 18 Gauge Wire)

#6596PT (#6596P)
4-Way Flat Extension
Use Between Vehicle & #6593P or Between Trailer & #6590P
(4’ 18 Gauge Wire)

#6597PT (#6597P)
7-Way RV Blade Male Plug With 4-Way Flat Female
Adapts Vehicle 7-Way RV Blade to Trailer 4-Way Flat

#6598PT (#6598P)
7-Way Pin Male Plug With 4-Way Flat Female
Adapts Vehicle 7-Way Pin to Trailer 4-Way Flat

#6599PT (#6599P)
7-Way RV Blade Male Plug With 5-Way Flat Female
Designed for Marine Type Trailers Equipped With Surge Brakes
Adapts Vehicle 7-Way RV Blade to Trailer 5-Way Flat

Test By Function NOT Wire Color!